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Hare Rama !    
Srimad Jagadguru Shankaracharya Shree Shree Raghaveshwara Bharati Mahaswamiji.  With blessings and inspiration 
from Parama Poojya Guruji, this bridge of communication between Guruji's shishyas and devotees, was formally released by 
Guruji on 27 October 2009.   

There is an interesting saying that “We humans aren't happy because we are building too many walls rather than bridges.”  
How true! We do need walls in houses, but we need to build bridges between humans, between humans and nature, humans 
and their own inner self. We need bridges to connect with our Guruji, who can guide us to find peace in our own heart. 

SETU promises to be that bridge, with co-operation from all of Guruji's devotees. Inputs from our readers, is like the keystone 
in this bridge, without which, this communication will merely be a one-way communication. We invite you all to help us build 
this SETU. 

Starting from this issue, we will present Guruji's views and replies to questions that we put up to Him. If you have any question 
that you wish to ask Pujya Guruji, please write to us!

SOME NOBLE WORDS FROM OUR GURUJI
v     Blend into the Society you are living in, totally, but still Retain Your Individuality.

(He said this when he had come to Mumbai in October 2009; He wanted us to remain rooted to our traditions and culture, 
even as we blend into a cosmopolitan society that Mumbai represents).

v One of the most important duties that man should commit himself to is 'Aathma Shudhi' i.e. cleansing oneself 
of impure thoughts and actions. One should strive to think good for oneself and for others.

HIGHLIGHTS OF NOVEMBER
During the month of November, Guruji traveled mainly to different parts of Karnataka and briefly joined the Vishwamangal 
Gou Gram Yatra in Hyderabad between the 14th and 16th of November. He visited Hornadu, Hosnagara, various parts of 
North Karnataka, and then proceeded to Bangalore.

The most notable event of this month has been a musical extravaganza on 21st Nov in Bangalore in support of the relief 
activity of Sri Ramachandrapura Math in the flood affected areas of North Karnataka. Sri Matha has been actively involved in 
the rehabilitation process of the flood affected areas. Noted personalities like Shri Vivek Oberoi, Shri B.K.S.Verma (artist), 
Shri Udupa, Shri M.N.Reddy and others participated wholeheartedly in this programme. The Punyabhoomi Seva Pratishtana 
has pledged Rs.50 lakhs in aid of the Flood relief Operations. These contributions will be used by Math to rehabilitate 5000 
families and to build Goshalas and feed the cows in flood hit areas. Guruji also inaugurated two Goshalas in Maalur on the 
22nd of November.

On the 25th of November was the Shri Shri Raghavendra Bharati Swami Aradhane Mahotsava.

Other Events In Mumbai:
v Amrutdhara Goshala kept a stall in an establishment of Parle Tilak Sangh, for 3 days, from 15th -17th Nov. 2009.  Gou-

Muthra products and Amla products of the Goshala were displayed and sold. The response was good and the Goshala 
was requested to hold stalls in many other places.  People also enquired about the activities of the Goshala and about 
holding site visits in the near future.

v Kumkumarchane was held on the 17th of Nov. at Mrs. Rati Hegde's residence in Andheri.  

SETU is our humble offering to the Lotus feet of Param Pujya Guruji, Gokarna Mandaladheeshwara, 
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Log on to GURUJI'S personal WEBSITE www.hareraama.in for information on Guruji, blogs and communication with Him.



Guruji's travel schedule for December:
Parama Poojya Guruji will be in Bangalore on the 1st of December with the Vishwamangal Gou Gram Yatra which He will join 
on the 29th of November at Mysore. During the first week of December Guruji will travel to  Tumkur, Davangere, Hospet, Hubli 
and Belgaum and reach Goa on the 7th of December 2009. He will then proceed to Ratnagiri on the 8th and further to 
Kolhapur, Pandharapur and reach Pune on 11th December. He will then come to Thane on the 12th of December and Mumbai 
on the 13th. From Mumbai, Guruji will go ahead to Nashik, Aurangabad, Dhulia, Surat, Vadodara, Rajkot and Ahmedabad. On 
21st Dec, Guruji will visit Patan , then Sirohi, Jodhpur, Bikaner, Sikar, Behroad and Delhi on the 27th of Dec.09. During the last 
week of December , Guruji will proceed to Alwar, Jaipur, Kota and Bhilwara.

Events planned for the month:
A chanting session of Ramataraka Japa has been organised on 6th December 09 at Pejawara Matha starting from before 
sunrise (6.30 a.m.) and concluding at sunset.  There will be a Satya Narayana Puja in the evening. All devotees are requested 
to participate in both these programmes. Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided at the venue. 

Kumkumarchane will be held on the 8th of Dec.2009 at the residence of Mrs. Savitri Bhat in Andheri.  Those wishing to 
participate may call on 26778466 for details.  (Please note that SETU will publish details, if anybody wishes to hold a 
Kumkumarchane at their residence and invite ladies publicly.)

Havyaka Welfare Trust has organised a Bhiksha  Seva for Guruji on 13th Dec 09 at Pejavara Matha, Santacruz. Please note 
that on 13th Dec., the morning Pooja by Poojya Guruji and the Bhiksha Seva will be held at Zandu House, Dadar. Guruji will 
then leave for Pejavar Matha . Distribution of Tirtha and Mantrakshate will be at Pejavara Matha, followed by a Sabha. Lunch 
will be provided at Pejavar Matha. All devotees are requested to attend in large numbers and seek Guruji's blessings.

VISHWA MANGAL GOU-GRAM YATRA
Today's reality about the food we eat, the genetic modification of crops, fruits and vegetables, is 
scary. Knowingly we eat poisonous food. We have lost interest in growing our own healthy food.  We 
knowingly shun the organic method of farming and have increased the use of tractors, pesticides 
and fertilizers, all in the name of increasing productivity.  

The damage caused to our environment during the last 100 years equals that caused during the 
previous 99,900 years. The reason for the damage is clearly human greed to own everything. This is 
not achievable; the effort has trapped us in great misery.

In Indian context, the only way to liberate ourselves from this snare is to return to Cow Centred Village life which once 
flourished in our land.

With this background, our Guruji, Param Poojya Jagadguru Shankaracharya Shree Raghaveshwara Bharathi Swamiji of 
Shree Ramachandrapura Math has launched 'Vishwa Mangala Gou Grama Yathra' with the intent of taking the people back 
to the Cow Centred Village.

It is well known that Guruji has dedicated his life to the cause of cows. Through this journey he hopes to bind our nation and 
the entire world with a single thread that is Cow. Added is a dream of kindling love for nature in every soul

Immediate Purpose of the Journey

• Formation of representative committee for cow protection with members from all religious sections.
• Start of safe havens for cows at tehsil and district levels.
• Demand to declare cow as the national animal.
• Demand on the central government to formulate laws to preserve various breeds of Indian cows.
• Demand for a separate ministry to handle the issues related to cow.
• Demand the state governments to take responsibility of cow protection and development activities.
• Demand to protect the purity of Indian breeds of cows by stopping cross breeding.
• Signature campaign resulting in an appeal to the President of India with crores of signatures.
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We request all Guruji's devotees in Mumbai to whole heartedly support and participate in the Sabhas in Panvel/Thane 

(12th Dec.) and Mumbai (13th Dec.) accompanying the Vishwamangal Gau Gram Yatra. We look forward to 

volunteers from Mumbai in large numbers for this purpose. 

For details pertaining to Guruji's travel schedule during VMGGY, please contact Dr. Thirumala Prasad 09480791449

For further details regarding Guruji's schedules or any events, please contact Rajalakshmi Joshi  Ph: 09821007838 

Please log on to http://eng.gougram.org to visit the  Vishwa Mangal Gou Gram Yatra site. Please include your names in 
the signature campaign at this site.



A story about Gou-matha
This story has been told to us by Guruji, when he was explaining how useful Gou-
matha is to mankind. Apart from her milk, her urine and dung are also very useful to 
us. This is because Laxmi Mata and Ganga Mata reside in the cow. How is that?  

When Gou-matha was created, all the Gods and Goddesses wanted to reside in 
her.  As soon as possible, every God came and occupied every part of her body; 
Brahma and Vishnu on the root of two horns, all the sacred reservoirs and 
Vedavyasa on the tips of the horns, Lord Shankara on the centre head, Parvathi on 
the edge of the head, Kartikeya on the nose, Kambala and Ashwatara Devas on the 
nostrils. The Ashwini Kumaras settled on the ears, Sun and Moon in the eyes, Vayu 
in the dental range, Varuna on the tongue, Saraswathi in the sound of cow and so on 
and so forth.

Laxmi Mata and Ganga Mata also wanted to reside in Gou-matha, and both arrived 
at the same time.  When they were a little away from Gou-matha, they saw each 

other coming from the opposite direction. Both the Goddesses wanted to walk gracefully and arrive in a more privileged 
manner than the other. Thus they both walked slower than normal, with the result that when they reached Gou-matha, all the 
places were occupied by the other Gods and Goddesses. The only place left was in the by-products of the Cow, viz. the urine 
and the dung.

By now, both the Divine Mothers had forgone their vanity and felt that they too should be a part of this Divine creation. They 
decided to bless mankind by residing in the Cow in such a way that mankind would always be benefited by using even these 
waste products.  Thus Ganga Mata resides in the urine of the cow, and Laxmi Mata resides in the cow-dung.

Amrutdhara Goshala, Mumbai (www.goulokabrindaban.com)

Nested in the beautiful, pollution free environment of Kolad, spread over more than 35 acres of land, is the place where 
Guruji's noble project of saving the Indian breed of Cows has taken shape in Maharashtra. Brindaban has mainly breeds from 
Maharashtra viz. Dangi and Khilari. One has to visit this place to believe it. It is peaceful, clean and just the place where one 
can go to meditate and attain peace.

The atmosphere is further sanctified when one sees the cows returning to their sheds, after grazing in their natural 
surroundings.  What we have heard as 'Godhuli', we can actually experience it with our children, at Brindaban.  Here, one can 
also see how distilled Gomutra is manufactured.  The office of Amrutdhara Goshala also stocks Gomutra Arka, pickles and 
liquid floor cleaner.  Donations in cash / cheques / kind are also accepted at the office.

Q. 'Why should we, city dwellers, feel deeply for Goumatha, especially because we do not have any direct touch with her in 
our lives?'

Guruji's Reply:
v The true value or importance of anything is realized only when it is not there anymore with us.
v Whether it is a city or a village, it is impossible to exist without the Cow's grace.
v The city has become a place full of poison, ever since it moved the cow out of its limits. The 'Nagara' has 

'Ghara'(poison) in it now.
v The modern equipments of the 21st Century, like the cell phones or computers cannot be eaten.  For surviving we have 

to eat primary grains like wheat and rice only. For this, agriculture is needed and for this, the Cow species is needed.  
Without the Cow, we cannot cultivate any crops at all.

v The primary needs of people viz. Dharma, Health and Beauty, etc., needed even by city people, are got only hrough 
Gou-Matha.
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The urine of the cow thus has the power to heal almost every illness known to man, and consuming the cow's urine is also 
believed to purify us spiritually.  That is why it is consumed first when any major Pooja is performed by us. 

Laxmi Mata as 'Dhan-Dhaanya Pradaayini' has bestowed on the cow-dung the power to be nature's greatest fertilizer.  
This manure is an integral part of any kind of organic farming and thus we are fed indirectly by the cow and Laxmi Mata.  It 
goes without saying that the Bull also plays an important role in ploughing and growing crops.

But the most important message that we get is that Gou-matha gives back to us much more than what we give Her.  Surely 
this nature of hers is something that is worth emulating.  We must give back to society much more than what we receive.  
'Jai Jai Matha, Jai Gou-matha'.

To visit Amrutdhara Goshala, Contact Mr. K.S.Bhat (9821110142) or Ms.Usha Bhat (9869482205) or Ms. Ishwari Bhat (9324659294).  

JUST ONE QUESTION (In this section, every month we shall pose a question to Guruji, and we shall print His reply)



Q. Tell us how you came to Mumbai and what does your current job involve?

R. I came to Mumbai after completing my 7th standard. I stayed with my sister, Mrs. Mahadevi Karki and studied in a Night 
School .After my 11th standard, I joined the Raheja Group. While working, I simultaneously completed my education and 
gradually progressed in my job, in the same company. Today, I work as the Vice President - Corporate Affairs with 
R.Raheja Properties.  I owe a lot to my sister, who was the strong pillar behind my success.

Q. How did you meet Guruji and how did you get the inspiration to donate land for the Goshala?

R. During Guruji first two visits to Mumbai, my brother Mr. Narayan Bhat, who stays in my village (Gersappa Seema, U.K.), 
advised me to supply milk for Guruji's use.  The third time Guruji came to Mumbai, He told my wife, Vijaya to call for me.  
He asked me why I had not yet invited him to my farmhouse at Kolad.  I replied that it was His own place and therefore He 
needed no invitation.  The next time Guruji came to Mumbai, He directly went to Kolad and stayed there for 2 days.  He 
stood in the place where the Goshala currently is and told me He wanted 25 acres land for a Goshala, a Guru Niwas and 
a Dhyan Mandir. (Totally 40 acres of land have been donated to Sri Matha).

Q. What projects have been completed in Shri Brindaban?

R. In the 1st phase of the construction of Shri Brindaban, we made 3 Goshalas and the Dhyan Mandir.  In the 2nd phase, we 
constructed the Guru Chayya (an open-air meeting place) and the Guru Niwas. The 3rd phase saw the completion of the 
fourth Goshala and the office-cum-production unit for manufacturing Gou-Muthra Ark. The Goshala is indebted to Mr. 
Anand Rathi for his valued contribution towards its smooth functioning.  I must say here that I have received exceptional 
co-operation from Mrs. Usha Bhat (Hon. Secretary of the Trust) and Mrs. Ishwari Bhat (Treasurer) in the running of the 
Goshala.  We are tending to more than 140 pure Indian breed cows in the Goshala now.  We also manufacture various 
products of Amla (Indian Gooseberry) like pickles, jam, candy, etc.

Q. What according to you is the Importance of Gou-Matha?

R. I had this huge farmhouse and land, but yet I never felt that I was coming home whenever I visited this place.  I felt 
something was missing.  My wife suggested that maybe the place felt empty because we did not have any cows there.  
Immediately we went ahead and purchased three cows.  After that whenever we went to Kolad, we felt at home.  This 
made me realize the truth in what our elders always said: 'Any house is incomplete without Gou-Matha'.  Secondly, just 
having Gou-Matha around makes the environment so peaceful.  Whenever I am disturbed or stressed, I go to Shri 
Brindaban, and immediately I feel the peace.  Everyone must visit Shri Brindaban at least once to experience this joy 
and peace.

Q. What do you feel about repaying your debt to Society, to Gou-Matha?

R. As Guruji once pointed out: “When you want to do something good to Society, DO IT NOW when you have everything!  If 
you wait for your retirement or for later, your body may not be willing or you may not have sufficient funds later.”  I was 
deeply touched by these words.  I love the land at Kolad so much that I decided that I would do something really useful, 
not materialistically alone, when I was alive and in a good position to do something.  I donated the land and worked hard 
for the Goshala because I wanted to see it (the land) serve a good purpose for eternity.  The Sri Matha and the Trust 
together will see it happen.  My main aim in life is to make people aware of the importance of Gou-Matha and how we are 
benefited from Her.

Greatness of Jagadguru Adi Shankaracharya (Before the Birth of Shankara)
When Buddhism was at its peak, the Devas resorted to Lord Shiva. They were worried that even followers of the cults of Shiva 
and Vishnu were not performing the Yagnas and other Vedic Rituals properly and regularly. They were worried about how 
they would receive the offerings they were supposed to get, if this were to continue. Another worrying note was that perverse 
forms of worship such as human sacrifices abounded. 

The Devas requested Lord Shiva that for the protection of the world, for the happiness of the good and holy people and for re-
establishing the Vedic Religion, He should take birth on Earth. On hearing this, Lord Shiva promised that He would take on a 
human body and that He would re-establish Dharma.  He also promised that he would produce a commentary on the Brahma 
Sutras, thus setting forth the true teachings of the Vedas. He further said that He would take the form of a Sanyasi, Shankara 
by name, and that he would be accompanied by four disciples who would be like the luminous sun dispelling the darkness of 
ignorance. He also advised the Devas to take birth on earth and assist Him in this mission.

Accordingly, Lord Shiva's son Shanmukha was born as Kumarila Bhatta, the preacher of the Vedic Karma-Kanda.  Brahma 
was born as the scholar Mandana Mishra, Indra was born as King Sudhanvan, Mahavishnu was born as the son of a learned 
Brahmana named Vimala and came to be known as Padmapada, the deity Vayu took birth and came to be known as 
Hastamalaka and the deity of Fire became Totaka. Mata Saraswati was born on earth as Bharati (Ubhaya-Bharati). 

(The writer wishes to state that inspiration and information about the above comes from 'Sankara Digvijaya').
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IT IS ONLY AFTER WE STARTED A GOSHALA AT KOLAD THAT I FELT AT HOME THERE!
An interview with Mr.K.S.Bhat – Founder President – Shri Brindaban

to be continued.....



In most of the Hanuman temples, we see a black stone being revered as Shanidev.  Every Saturday, people offer oil to 
Shanidev, especially if they are afflicted by 'Sadey Sathi Shani' ie. if according to their horoscope, they are under the influence 
of the planet Saturn for 7 ½ years. Read on to know why!

When the bridge (Ram Setu) across the sea to Lanka was being constructed, Hanuman was responsible for the security of 
the bridge.  One evening as he was praying to Shri Rama, Shanidev appeared before him and challenged Hanuman to fight 
with him.  He wanted to test Hanuman and see if he was really as strong and brave as people said he was.  Initially Hanuman 
humbly requested Shanidev to refrain from disturbing him and to let him pray peacefully to his Lord Shri Rama.  But Shanidev 
being Shanidev, did not want to leave without testing Hanuman.

Hanuman quietly got up, elongated his tail and started coiling it around Shanidev.  When Shanidev tried to wriggle out of the 
tail, Hanuman tightened it even more and more.  Shanidev was now in great pain; Hanuman now thought of ridding Shanidev 
of his pride.  He started hitting Shanidev against the stones by moving his tail up and down.  Shanidev started bleeding and 
was in agony.  He offered apologies to Hanuman and started begging for forgiveness.  

When Hanuman saw that Shanidev had learnt his lesson, he told him, “If you promise never to pester Shri Ram's devotees, I 
shall release you”.  To this, Shanidev said, “I promise never to trouble those devoted to you and to Shri Ram.  Please let me 
go.” Hanuman released Shanidev, but he was still in pain.  He requested Hanuman to give him some oil to apply on his body; 
Hanuman gave him oil and on pouring it on his body, Shanidev got relief instantly. 

Ever since, people pour oil on Shanidev and pray to him and Hanuman, so that he is pleased and does not cause them 
hardships, especially during 'Shani Dasha'.

(The above story can be found in the Anand Ramayan.)

This beautiful thought has been taken from “Anmol Ratan”, a book containing a collection of words of wisdom, good 
thoughts, bhajans and aartis.  Shri Suresh Rathi and Smt. Shashi Rathi are the collators and editors of this book.

*** WHY DO WE OFFER OIL TO PLEASE SHANIDEV?  ***

Shani is the son of Surya, the Sun-God and Sanghya Devi (Sanjana).
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How Gou-moothra Ark helped me            …..Mrs. Savitri Bhat
Hare Rama,

Last year, a week before Diwali, I gave a surprise visit to my sister in Mangalore.  As I opened the gate of her house, I saw her 
busy cleaning the house for Diwali.  She gave a loud yell and commanded me to stand outside the door!!  A surprise indeed!! 
Grinning all over, she soon came running, holding a thick cloth in her hand; “Akka, Akka, sorry, sorry! There's dust all over. 
Please cover your nose with this cloth and enter.  In fifteen minutes all the dust will settle down.  Then you can remove your 
covering. I know how allergic you are to house dust. I don't want you to catch a cold or that horrible bronchitis attack!” she said.

I assured her, “Don't feel so panicky, Sharu.  Now bronchitis is a thing of the past.  I have overcome that allergy.” “Really? How 
come? What medicine did you use?  Which doctor did you go to?” she burst out with a look of disbelief.

“First let me settle down with a cup of hot tea.” I said. “Sorry” my dear sister said hurrying to the kitchen sounding quite 
apologetic.  Soon I was sitting comfortably with my favourite tea.

Sharu observed “You are looking much better than you did during your last visit.  Now tell me about your treatment.” 
“Treatment?  No treatment!  It is Gou-moothra, the age old formula for all the ills of the human body.” “Gou-moothra?!!!  Don't 
say you are taking that!” I saw a feeling of repulsion on Sharu's face.

“It is not as bad as you think dear.  It's called 'Gou Arka', the distilled form of Gou-moothra.  It's quite pleasant to taste; it has 
neither colour nor odour” I said.

“But who told you to take it?” enquired Sharu.

“It is our Param Pujya Swamiji, Shree Shree Raghaveshwara Bharati, whose divine discourse I heard about 4 years back in 
Mumbai.  Among various other useful topics He spoke on, His message on the multiple uses of Gou-Arka went deep into my 
heart.  As per His advice, I started taking 1 tbsp of Arka mixed with 4 tbsp of water on an empty stomach, every morning.  I 
found the change in me in barely 6 months.  I became more energetic; my frequent colds became less frequent, bronchitis 
attacks became less aggressive.  And now I can say confidently that I am no more a weak, sick person.  I have won the battle 
against bronchitis.”

“Akka, I feel so happy that you have conquered your childhood enemy.  By the way, how is Bhava?”

“Very fine; as a matter of fact, he also takes Gou-Arka regularly and has also immensely benefited from it.  Now his Sugar and 
BP levels are quite under control.”

“That means Gou-Arka can be taken for any diseases?” Sharu asked.  “Definitely.  It is a wonder drug.  It will keep your body 
in a healthy condition always.  Try it and then you will realise it yourself.” I said.

“Thank you Akka.  I will start taking it from now on.  I will also tell others about it.”

Goumutra Arka  is easy to digest, is a good appetizer, increases brainpower, boosts immunity and eliminates Vata, Pitta & 
Cough / Cold. It is a beneficial in several diseases like different pains, abdominal disorders, constipation, skin diseases, heart 
problems, cancer, wound, fever, leprosy, Asthma, Swelling, Urinal disorders, Eye Diseases etc. It is also beneficial in 
Jaundice, Piles and diseases related to  productive organs.  It also helps in curbing Diarrhea, Acidity, Epilepsy, Tumour, 
Diabetes, Weakness, Blood Pressure, Worms, Toxicity, Eyes / Ear Problems, Sexual Disorder, Skin Diseases, Ulcers, Pain, 
Heart Diseases, Tuberculosis. 

A very healthy beans salad:
Ingredients:
1 fistful  Rajma (kidney beans) 1 fistful Chole (Kabuli chana or Chickpeas)
1 fistful Green chana or Brown chana 3-4 Lettuce leaves or Palak leaves (raw and cleaned)
5-6 sprigs Coriander ½ teaspoon Olive oil (edible grade)

Method:

Soak all the above in warm water for at least 6 – 8 hours. Cook them in the Pressure Cooker with enough water and half a 
spoonful of salt (don't put more), for about 5 whistles. When cooked, chop coriander and lettuce leaves finely, and add the 
olive oil to it. Serve it immediately, when hot!  (One can add thick curds to it, if required).

This is one of the best ways to get proteins and fibre in your diet.  Also olive oil is known to be one of the healthiest oils and 
helps in reducing cholesterol. It also helps in digesting the beans well.

*****      WHAT'S COOKING?      *****

Ladies please note:
This is your page, and we want to keep it so.  Please contribute by sending us your recipes, tips for making the house a 
better place, or any other such articles and help us make it more interesting and better.

Let us thank our Gou-Matha for Her invaluable gift of Gou-Moothra.

 *** If you have benefited from the use of Gomuthra, please write to us too, and we shall try to publish it. ***
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CHILDREN'S CORNER 

Jokes:

Once, Suppandi was traveling by ship. Suddenly two ladies fell into the water.  Everybody started screaming and offered 
ideas to save the ladies, when suddenly they saw Suppandi swimming towards the ladies to rescue them.  When all were 
back on board, everybody started praising Suppandi. Suppandi, instead of being pleased with the praises, seemed to be 
annoyed.  When the mike was thrust forward to him to comment on his brave deed, he said: “All this praising is fine, but first I 
would like to know who pushed me into the water!”

------------------------

Student (to Maths teacher) : Sir, please will you tell me how many marks I got in Maths?

Teacher : Subtract 5 from 10, add 15 to it and then subtract 20 from it.  Got it? 

-------------------------

Some amazing facts:

1. The Zebra family does not abandon its weaker members, but slows down to allow them to keep up.  (Shouldn't we learn 
something from this?)

2. The original name of Los Angeles was El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reine de los Angeles del rio Porciuncula, which 
means 'The village of our Lady the Queen of the Angels of the Porciuncula River.

Now what is it that you have to do?

We would like children to come forward and contribute their jokes, drawings, riddles, amazing facts, etc. whatever they 
want, to this page.  It is your page, children, and we don't want to write here.  So what are you waiting for, send us your 
contributions, fast. (anybody who's heart is young, can contribute)
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This newsletter has been compiled and edited by Mrs. Rati Hegde and Mrs. Rajalakshmi Joshi.  For your valuable 
suggestions, queries, comments and contributions, please contact:

Pujya Guruji Drawing A Sketch To The Beats Of The Music Being Played On Stage During 'Bhava Sangama'

The Punyabhoomi Seva Pratishtana Pledging Rs.50 Lakhs In Aid Of The Flood Relief Operations.

 GURUJI AT AHICHCHATRA 

Mrs. Rati Hegde (ratihegde@yahoo.co.in)
SETU, 602, Om Viraj, Paliram Path, 
9 V.P.Cross Road, Andheri (West), 
Mumbai 400 058.
Tel : 09819018240

Mrs. Rajalakshmi Joshi (rajalakshmi.j@gmail.com)
SETU, Savoy A-404, Raheja Gardens, 
L.B.S.Marg, Thane (West), 
Thane 400604.
Tel : 09821007838

Publisher - Bharati Prakashan, Sri Ramchandrapur Math,  Girinagar, Bengaluru

Printers  : Swastik Art, Goregaon (West), Mumbai - 400 090. 

Inauguration Of Bunts Bhavan, Mumbai

GURUJI DISTRIBUTING CLOTHES TO A FLOOD HIT VICTIM 
         at Navalagunda Taluka, Dharwad Zilla.

This is just one of the many Humanitarian works done by our Sri Matha.  Those willing 
to contribute to the Flood Relief fund can do so by contacting Dr.Seetharam Prasad on 

080-25437177 / 09845002455 or Mrs. Rajalaksmi Joshi on 9821007838.
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